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INTRODUCTION 
The following system of quasi-variational inequalities (q.v.i.) was introduced 
and studied by Bensoussan and Lions [2]: 
-Au,$oiu,-gl.Vul<f,, Ul < u2 + k, , 
(-Au, + au1 - g, * Vu, - fi) (ul - u2 - k,) = 0, 
(1) 
-Au,+au,-gg,.Vu,ef,, ~2 < ~1 + k, , 
(-Au, -+ cm2 -g, . Vu, - f2) (u2 - ul - k,) = 0. 
(2) 
The functions ur(x), u2(x) characterize the optimal cost of a stochastic control 
problem, whose decision variables are switching points. The results on existence, 
uniqueness and regularity of (l), (2) are recalled in Section 1, where we also 
describe the stochastic control problem which corresponds to it. 
We are interested here in obtaining regions which belong to the set of points 
where ur = u2 + k, or u2 = ur + k, , denoted by S, , S, respectively, and called 
the supports of the solution of (l), (2). Th’ p IS ro bl em is the analog of the problem 
on the support of solutions of elliptic variational inequalities (v.i.) considered by 
Brezis [6]. For the q.v.i. arising in the impulse control problem, studied by 
Bensoussan and Lions [3], the analogous question of support has been considered 
recently by Bensoussan, Brezis and Friedman [5]. 
The general methodology that we apply relies on the results on support for 
vi. However, we also use here the special characteristic of (l), (2) in order to 
obtain sharp estimates on the support, which is the main objective of the paper. 
We notice that if g, = g, = g then ur - u2 = w is a solution of the v.i. 
(-Aw+aw-~-VW-(f,-f2))(w-w)>O 
V-&<e<kK, and -k, < w < k, . 
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The problem of support is then a problem of support for a v.i. with two constant 
obstacles. Therefore, the interesting situation concerns the case where g, f g, , 
where this reduction is no longer possible. The vector g = g, - g, naturally 
plays a fundamental role in our results. 
In Section 3 we consider the penalized problem corresponding to (I), (2) and 
derive estimates for the derivatives of the solutions. In this derivation, we require 
some results on a weakly coupled elliptic system, given in Section 2. 
In Section 4 we give the estimates on the support for the q.v.i. (l), (2), which 
is the main result of this paper (Theorem 4.3). 
1. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION OF THE q.v.i. 
Consider the q.v.i. 
--du,+q-gg,.%<f,, Ul GA, + % > 
(--vu, + au1 - g, - vu, - fJ (u1 - k, - u2) = 0, 
(1.1) 
-Au, + au2 - g, * Vu, < f, , ~2 < k, + ~1, 
(-Au, + au2 - g, * Vu, - f2) (u2 - k, - uJ = 0 
(1.2) 
in Rn, where a, kl , k, are positive constants and g, , fi are measurable functions. 
We shall assume that, for every p > 0, 
0 < fi(x) < Cueulrl (i = 1, 2; C, constant) (1.3) 
and that 
I g,(x)! G co (i = 1,2; C, constant). (1.4) 
A function W(X) is said to belong to L”su(R”) (p > 2) if eul+u(x) belongs to 
Lp(R”). We then define 
Note that (1.3) implies that fi E Lack f or any p > 0. If ZI and all its derivatives 
of orders <?n belong to LPsU(Rn), then we say that v velongs to Wm,p,u(Rn) and 
write 
/VI W”‘,‘.“(R”) = / ; 1 Dav IL%“(Rn) *
a .m 
THEOREM 1 .l . Let (1.3), (1.4) hold. Then there exists a unique soluticm 
u = (ul, u2) of the q.v.i. (l.l), (1.2) such that 
% 7 u2 belong to WZ&u(Rn) (1.5) 
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for any 2 < p < co and for any p suficiently small. Furthermore, 
Ul 3 0, u2 3 0. (1.6) 
This theorem is due to Bensoussan and Lions [2]. For the sake of completeness 
we outline the proof. 
We begin by considering the penalized system 
1 
-AUIP + o!UIE + T (Ul’ - UZC - k,)f - g, . Vul~ =fl ) 
-Au2f + (YUZE + 1 (u2c - ul( -kK,)+-gg,.Vu,‘=f, 
(1.7) 
for any E > 0. We also assume for the time being that fi and fi are bounded 
functions. To prove existence we define iteratively a sequence & = (urj, uaj) 
with ur0 = 0, ua” = 0 and 
-A$+1 +(a+A)u:+‘+++-u: - k,)+ - g, . Vuj,tl = fi + Xulj, 
-Au:+’ + (a + X) u2’ + 1 (up’ - ul’ - k,) - g, . Vup’ = f2 + Au,‘. 
(1.8) 
Using standard theory (see, for instance, [l, 71) one can establish that if h is 
sufficiently large then the ui are uniquely defined and they belong to IP*p,u(R”), 
for any p sufficiently small. The size of h depends only on Co in (1.4). 
By induction one can prove that, for all j, 
(1.9) 
Indeed, assuming (1.9) for some j, we multiply the first equation in (1.8) by 
(Ui;” _ yl)+ e-zdz/ 
and the second equation in (1.8) by 
($l _ y2)+ e-2ulzl 
and then integrate over R” and add. We obtain, after using coerciveness, that 
(u:,l - yi)+ = 0. 
The assertion uij > 0 follows in a similar way if we multiply the equations in 
(1.8) by (u;+‘)-, (uj,“)-. 
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Taking j- CO and using compactness we obtain a solution (ul, ZAJ = 
lim(u,i, 24J) of (1.7). U ni q ueness follows by conceiving (1.7) as a solution of 
-Au, + (a + 4 u1+ f (Ul - u2 - K,)+ - g, . vu, =fi + Au, 
-Au, + (a -+ A) u2 + f (u2 - u1 - R,)t -g, . vu, =f2 + Au,. 
For each u on the right hand side we denote by S,(u) the solution of the system. 
Thus, u is a solution of (1.7) if and only if u = S,(u) and, therefore, uniqueness 
would follow if we can show that S, is a contraction in a suitable space. It 
suffices to show that 
This follows from writing the difference of the two systems of equations and 
applying the maximum principle for weakly coupled elliptic systems, as in 
Theorem 2.1 below. 
To remove the restriction that fi , f2 are bounded, we introduce 
where 
and apply the result obtained so far to z1 , z2 . 
If we multiply the first equation in (1.7) by p)zlrE and the second by vuZE 
integrate over R” and recall that uls 3 0, uZE 3 0, we obtain 
s 1 Vuie 1% e-eux dx ,< C < cx) (i = 1,2) (1.10) 
where the constant C is a generic constant independent of E. 
Setting w’ = uie - u2c we then have 
-Awe + awE + $ (w’ - k,)+ - f (w’ + k,)- = hc (1.11) 
where 
.i I help ePulZ1 dx < C, p = 2. (1.12) 
From the theory of variational inequalities (see, for instance, [lo]) it follows that 
if (1.12) holds (for any p 3 2) then 
( -; (w' - 4+ ILD,u(R") G CT / $ (w'+ k2)- II',Y(R"I G c> 
I WE I W%“,“(R”) < ” 
(1.13) 
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Since 
---du1~ + olU1~ = - f (w’ - k,)+ + fi ) 
the Lp elliptic theory then implies that 
I UT Iw2,“dqp) G c; similarly, I u2E IW2,~.w~Rn~ < C. 
Consequently, by Sobolev’s imbedding theorem, 
s 
1 hf ]P’ ep’ulxl dx < C 
where l/p’ = l/p - l/n. Starting from p = 2 in (1.12) we can then use the 
above bootstrap argument to deduce that (1.12) and (1.13) hold for any p. The 
existence part of the theorem then follows by a standard argument. 
Uniqueness follows by the argument as in Laetsch [8]. It also follows from 
the probabilistic interpretation of (u r , ua) as given by Bensoussan and Lions [2], 
which we shall now describe. 
Let w(t) be n-dimensional Brownian motion and consider the two systems 
d&(t) = g,(W) dt + 2” dw(t), (1.14) 
d&(t) = g&T(t)) dt + 2” dw(t). (1.15) 
Let 0 <7 (19 (7 < ... l---.1-. 2121 be stopping times with respect to the u-fields of 
w(t). During the time (0, 0,) we define e(t) = El(t) with [r(O) = x; during the 
time (6,) tl) we define t(t) = t2(t) with t[6’, + 0) = [r(& - 0); during the 
time (or , 0,) we again switch to t(t) = cl(t), etc. A jump from (1.14) to (1.15) 
costs Iz, units and a jump from (1.15) to (1.14) costs k, unit. Definingf(&t)) = 
f&(t)) when t(t) = &(t), and introducing a discount factor OL, we are led to the 
cost 
The infimum with respect to all the Bi , 7i is then precisely the function ur(x) in 
Theorem 1 .l . Similarly one obtains uz(x), when t(t) begin with (1.15) and 
52(O) = x. 
Let 
s, = {x; Ul = k, + u2}, 
C, = {x; ~1 < k, + ~21, 
s, =(x; u2 = k2 + Ul), 
C, = {x; u2 < k, + q}. 
Then the optional choice of 0, , 7i is the following: 
Switch from (1.14) to (1.15) at the first hitting time of S, by t,(t), and switch 
from (1.15) to (1.14) at the first hitting time of S, by E*(t). 
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The sets S, , S, are called the stoipping sets of the q.v.i. (l.l), (1.2) or the 
supports of the solution u1 , us. The sets C, , Ca are called the sets of continuation. 
The boundaries XI , aC, are the free boundaries of the q.v.i. 
2. WEAKLY COUPLED ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS 
Consider an elliptic system 
-Aui + aui + f qi,juj - g< . Vu, = fi (i = I,..., m) (2.1) 
j=l 
in R” where OL > 0, the g, are measurable functions satisfying 
(C, constant); (2.2) 
the qi,j are measurable functions satisfying: 
I !li,j I < co 9 
qi,j < 0 if i # j, 4i.i 3 O 
and there exist positive numbers c, ,..., c, such that 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
ac( + f qi,jcj 3 s > 0 
j=l 
(S constant). (2.5) 
The latter condition is satisfied in the case where Cj qi,i = 0 (with cj = 1). 
Regarding the fi we shall assume that, for any p > 0, 
j fi(x)l < Cueulsl (C, constant). (2.6) 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that (2.2)-(2.6) hold. Then, for any p suficiently small 
there exists a unique solution u = (ul ,... , u,) of (2.1) with components in W2*P*u(Rn) 
(for any 2 <p < co) anaJ 
1 z+(x)I < CCueulSI (2.7) 
where e is a constant depending only on C, , a, Cl , . . .) c, . If further fi 3 0 for all i 
then also ui > 0 for all i. 
The last assertion is a maximum principle type result. Related maximum 
principles for weakly coupled systems are given in Weinberger [9] and in the 
references mentioned there. 
Proof. We shall assume that 
(CL’ small) (2.9 
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and prove the existence of a solution satisfying 
0 < q(x) < CCu~e~‘lzl (2.9) 
and its uniqueness in the class of functions satisfying (2.7). This will complete 
the proof of the theorem. 
We take 0 < p’ < p, p small and introduce the bilinear form 
;- f s 
i,j=l R” 
qi,jujvie-2ule! - f J’ (gi . Vu,) uie-‘Wzi dx. 
i=l R” 
If h is sufficiently large (depending on C,) then we have, for any p < pLo (vu 
sufficiently small). 
where we write 
u = (ul ).,., 24,) E W2*2,@ if each uj E w2,2+, 
Iul WZAU = 1 I uj I~%, 7 Wi,P,u = Wi,P,ti(Rn). 
j 
By the standard existence theory for coercive forms, for any f = (fi ,...&) 
in L2*u = L2-u(Rn) there exists a unique solution u in W1v2*u of the equation 
a(% v) + A(% 4 = (J; v) 
vql xz W1.2.@. (2.11) 
Notice that 
U(U+, U-) = C J qi,jUj+U,- < 0. 
i#j 
(2.12) 
Taking v = u- in (2.11) and using the fact that fi > 0 and (2.12), we get 
-a@-, u-) - h I u- Iw2,2,u > 0 
so that, by (2.10), u- = 0, i.e., ui > 0. 
We now introduce inductively a sequence uj = (uij,..., u,?(i) by us = 0 and 
a(uj +1, v) + Ap+l, v) = (f, v) f h(uj, v). (2.13) 
We shall prove by induction that 
0 e UiW < Yicp,@) (2.14) 
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where yi are suitable positive constants and 
(&,(x) = eu'~l+lzl~P'*~ (2.15) 
Assume that uj exists and satisfies (2.14). Then the existence and uniqueness 
of z&+l follows as before. Since f + huj > 0 we also conclude, as before, that 
d+l > 0. 
We now take (in (2.13)) v = (or ,..., v,) with ztj = (uj - ~~q,,,)+ and denote 
by q the m-vector with components ‘yjpu, . We then get 
a(uj+l, (&+I - v)+) + )(ui+l , (d+l - c&T)+) 
= (f, (uj+l - p)‘) + h(uj, (uf+l - p)‘), 
or, 
u((d+l - v>+, (2&l - v>+> - ~((~j+l - y)-, (24j+l - q)+) + u(~, ($+I - p)+) 
+ A I(uj” - cp)’ 1; 
= (f, (d+l - 9)‘) + X(d - v, (d+l - P))+> 
where L = L2+. By integration by parts, 
(2.16) 
for any 7 > 0, provided TV is sufficiently small. Taking ‘yi = tic and using (2.5), 
we obtain 
u(cp, v) > (42) (e-l, v). (2.17) 
Using (2.12) (2.14), (2.8) and (2.17) (with v = (&+l - v)+), we obtain from 
(2.16) after choosing c = 2C,,/6, 
a(($” - q7)‘, (uj+l - g))‘) + h I(uj” - p))’ 1; < 0. 
Hence uj+l < ‘p and the proof of (2.14) follows for j replaced byj + 1 and 
yi = Ci(2Cur/6). 
Taking u = lim uj, we find that u is a solution of (2.1) satisfying (2.9). 
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To prove uniqueness we consider first the case where f is bounded and write 
the solution u as a fixed point of u = S,(U) where S, is a contraction (cf. Sect. 1). 
If f is not bounded, we consider the elliptic system for z = Y,,U and apply the 
result for a bounded f. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume that (2.2)-(2.5) hold and that 
1 fi(x)I < C(l + i X I”) fey i = I,..., W2 (h > 0, c > 0). 
Then the solution u satisfies 
/ ui(x), < &(l + / x 1”) for i = l,..., m 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
where e is a constant depending only on C, , 6 and the ci . 
Proof. We replace in the previous proof the function (put by 
(1 + P’ I x Iz)k’2 
with I*’ sufficiently small and proceed in a similar manner. 
3. THE PENALIZED SYSTEM 
We return to the system (1.7) and set ur = ur(, u2 = uZE and 
x.l=au, 
3 
z.2 =au, 
axi 9 3 a++ * 
Then, with the notation gi = (gil,..., gin), 
n ad --dxj1 + CyZjl + f (Zj’ - Zj”) x1’ - z1 K z* - g, * VZjl = +$ , 
9 3 
(3.1) 
--Axj2 + mj2 + -’ (,~j” - ~j”) ~2’ - gl $$212 - g2 ’ VZj2 = 2 
f 3 
where 
Notice that 0 < x1’ + x2’ < 1. 
The system (3.1) has the form (2.1), but the assumptions (2.4), (2.5) are 
generally not satisfied. 
For any p > 0, let B, = (x; 1 x j > p]. 
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We shall assume from now on that the g, are continuously differentiable and 
agiyaxj -+ 0 if IXI--+CO. (3.2) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (3.2) hold and assume that, for every p > 0, 
/ afi/axj 1 < Cue+ (C, constant). (3.3) 
If R, is sujiciently large then for any WQ’ (p > 2) data I,&~ on aBRo there exists a 
unique solution xii of (3.1) in BRO , taking the data # on aB, o and satisfying , 
/ $(x)1 < CueL”lzl (EU constant); (3.4) 
p is assumed to be su#Gntly small. 
Proof. If 
zii = eu(1+~3c/2Pia~.i 
3 7 
then zii is a solution of (3.1) if and only if cii is a solution of a system 
--45j2 + (a - T(X)) tj2 + + (&” - Cj’) ~2~ - 22 * V5j2 ~J2.j + 1$1 $$51 
3 (3.5) 
with suitable boundary conditions, say, @. The functionsfi,j are determined in 
terms of fji, they are bounded, and j 7 ILm + 0 if p -+ 0. The functions & are 
determined by gi and are bounded. 
Given <ji on the right hand side of (3.5), we can solve the system (3.5) uniquely, 
by applying an analog of Corollary 2.2 (with k = 0) whereby Rn is replaced by 
B R0 . Denote the solution by S(c). Then 
this follows by applying the last part of Theorem 2.1 to 
$ i [S(5) - N>l 
where y is the constant coinciding with the right hand side of (3.6). 
Using (3.2) we conclude that, if R, is sufficiently large, 
I S(5) - N?l Lmm(B,u) G B I 5 - 5 I p (BRo) - 
Thus S is a contraction and the existence and uniquenes of a solution 5 of 
5 = S(c) immediately follow. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let (3.2) hold and assume that 
I I g < C(l + I x Ik) (C > 0, k 3 0). 3 (3.7) 
Then the existence and uniqueness assertions of Lemma 3.1 remain true in the class 
of functions xii satisfying 
I +yx>l < Q(l + I x I”), c > 0. (3.8) 
The proof is the same as for Lemma 3.1 provided we work with 5: defined by 
p sufficiently small. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If (3.2) and (3.7) hold then the functions zji = &,E/axj 
satisfy (3.8). 
Indeed, these functions form a solution of (3.1) and, by Theorem 1.1 and 
Sobolev’s inequality, they satisfy (3.4). On the other hand, by Lemma 3.2, there 
exists a solution Zji of (3.1) satisfying (3.8). By the uniqueness part of Lemma 3.1, 
the two solutions must coincide, so that the zii = a~,~/& must satisfy (3.8). 
Let A and A’ be two closed subsets on the unit sphere I x j = 1 and introduce 
the cones 
In this section and in the following one the sets A, A’ are fixed and satisfy the 
following conditions. 
A is contained in the interior of a hemisphere, 
A’ is contained in the interior of A, 
KA is convex. 
(3.9) 
It is then easy to construct a finite number of points yr ,..., yn on the unit sphere 
such that, for some positive constant c, 
maxx*yj>cjxI VxEaK,) (3.10) 
minx.yj<-cIxj Vx E K4t . (3.11) 
i 
For any R > 0, define 
K A.R = K/I n ix; 1 x 1 > R3, 
K ,f,R = K,, n (X; 1 X j > R}. 
(3.12) 
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We shall assume that 
afi,iaxj 2 mj / x jk if XEKllR * 1 (3.13) 
for some R, > 0, where the mj are constants, not necessarily positive. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that (3.2), (3.7) and (3.13) hold. Then, JOY any E > 0, 
the solution Zji of (3.1) satis$es: 
(3.14) 
for some R’ = R’(C). 
Proof. Using Corollary 3.3 and (3.2), (3.13) we obtain, for any 17 > 0, 
provided R, is sufficiently large. 
Consider the functions 
w.i = z.i _ 3 3 e 1 x Ik - #(x) (i = 1, 2), 
where 
#(x) = MC esyr’* (/3 > 0) (3.17) 
and the y1 are chosen as in (3.10), (3.11). 
Using (3.15) and choosing j3 to be sufficiently small we easily verify that 
-Awjl + cywjl + f (wj’ - wj”) x1~ - g, - Awjl =I_ fj’ > 0, 
-Awj2 + crwjz + + (wj’ - wj’) xz~ - g2 . Awj2 z fj” > 0 
(3.18) 
is &.R8 for some sufficiently large R, . 
We now apply the last part of Theorem 2.1 (adapted to the present case where 
Rn is replaced by KII& and conclude that 
Wjl > 0, wj2 > 0 in KA R . 3. (3.19) 
In view of (3.11), #(X) + 0 exponentially fast in KA- , if / x 1 --f co. Using 
(3.19), (3.16) and choosing 71 = c/3, the assertion (3.14) follows. 
Remark. Corollary 3.3 can be extended to the case where the condition (3.2) 
is not assumed, but 
agil/axj < 0 if i= 1,2; l#j, 1x1 >R,. (3.20) 
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In this case we study the system (3.1) as a system coupled also in the terms 
+., (i= 1,2). 
3 
The condition qi,j < 0 (i #j) is a consequence of (3.20). Assuming 
(3.21) 
(which implies (2.5) with cj = 1) th e assertion of Corollary 3.3 remains valid; 
the assertion of Lemma 3.4 holds provided we assume that 
in KA,Ro (i = 1,2). (3.22) 
4. ESTIMATES ON THE SUPPORT 
Let g = g, - g, . 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Q be any open set in Rn such that 
.f-ffi--b+g*Vuz>,y>O (y constant) (4.1) 
in Sz. Then there exists a constant R (depending on y but not on Q) such that 
if XEf2, dist(x, sZc) > R then x E S, (IF = Rn\Q). (4.2) 
Proof. We consider ur as a solution of a variational inequality (1 .l) with 
W2*P*fi obstacle k, + u2 . By Brezis [6], if 
fi - (--V(k, + 4 + 4kl + 4 -gg, *V(k, + 4) > Y > 0 (4.3) 
in Q then (4.2) follows. In view of the differential inequality in (1.2), (4.3) is a 
consequence of (4.1). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If g, = g, and if 
fi--ffi-mkoJi,>,y>O in Q 
then the assertion (4.2) holds. 
(4.4) 
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We shall now assume that, for some k > 0, 
I I 2 < C(l + 1 x 1”) in R”, 3 
2gghi/axj 3 0 if /X/b% XER~, (4.6) 
.!? =& -&!-+d~) if IXI--tQ XER~, (4.7) 
g(c0) . Vfi 3 m I x Ik if x E KAsR,, (i = 1,2; m > 0, RR, > 0). 
(4.8) 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that (4.5)-(4.8) hold and that, for some 6 > 0, 
fi(x) - fi(x) - k,cx + (m - I) ’ x It > 0 if .1c E KneR,, . (4.9) 
s, c &‘,R1 for some RI > 0. (4.10) 
Proof. Take for simplicity g(o0) to coincide with a vector (y, O,..., 0) in the 
positive x1 direction. Applying Lemma 3.4 with ml = m - 6, we obtain 
g*vu,>~lx/k in KA,,R, 
for some R’ > 0. Hence (4.1) holds in K*I,~, . Applying Lemma 4.1, the asser- 
tion (4. IO) follows. 
Remark 1. If in Theorem 4.3 (4.6) is replaced by (3.20)-(3.22), and if 
A=)) = (y, L, 0), y > 0 and (4.9) holds with m = m1 , then the assertion 
(4.10) is valid. This follows by using the remark at the end of Section 3. 
Remark 2. For n = 1 one can take fl’ = (1 in the assertion of Theorem 4.3, 
i.e., K, = K*, = {x; x > 0} or KA = KA, = {x; x < 0). The proof is obtained 
by obvious changes in the proof of Theorem 4.3 (The function # defined in 
(3.17) need not be introduced in the case n = 1.) 
COUNTEREXAMPLE 
The inequality (4.9) assumed in asserting (4.10) is rather sharp. In fact, for 
any 6 > 0 one can construct examples whereby 
fi(x) - fi(x) - k,ol + 6 + (m + ‘) ’ ’ ” 3 0 in a KA,R, (4.11) 
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and yet all of KA,,R, belongs to C, . For simplicity we give here an example 
where II = 1, and KA = {x; x > O}. Let u1 be the solution of 
-IL; + au1 - g,u; =fl (x E R’) (4.12) 
and define 
us = u1 + k, - S/a. (4.13) 
Then ul < z+ + k, and if we define 
fi = 4; + oluz -g+;, g=g1-82-l if x-e co, (4.14) 
then (ul , u2) is a solution of the q.v.i. (1 .l), (1.2) with Cl = RI. In view of (4.12), 
(4.13), the function fi is given by 
fi=fi--K,a$-s+(gl-ggz)u;. (4.15) 
Choose fi so that fi(x) =: m 1 x Ik if x is sufficiently large. By standard methods 
of Ordinary Differential Equations (or, more generally, by the proof of Corol- 
lary 2.2 and Lemma 3.4) we have, for any 6 > 0, 
u,<m+a 
l\ -&-1x1” if x is sufficiently large. 
Using this in (4.15) we see that (4.11) is satisfied if 1 x 1 is sufficiently large. 
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